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A Carthorse Being Yoked
Pen and grey ink and grey wash, with touches of watercolour, over an underdrawing in pencil.

Laid down.
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As Charles Baudelaire wrote of the artist, ‘He was an astonishing man, was Carle Vernet. His collected
works are a whole world, a little Comédie humaine of their own; for trivial prints, sketches of the crowd

and street, and caricatures, often constitute the most faithful mirror of life.’

 
 

Exhibitions
London, Colnaghi, Old Master and 19th Century Drawings: A selection from our current stock, 2001-

2002, no.43.

 
 

Artist description:

The third son of the landscape painter Claude-Joseph Vernet, Antoine-Charles-Horace (known as
Carle) Vernet was born into an artistic dynasty that was later to include his son Horace. A winner of the

Prix de Rome in 1782, he spent only a few months in Italy between 1782 and 1783 before having to
return to France for reasons that remain unclear. He was, however, to use motifs drawn from his Roman

experiences throughout his later career. While perhaps best known today for his engravings and
lithographs, Carle Vernet was, in his lifetime, an important and successful painter. In 1799 he exhibited
a number of drawings of Napoleon’s Italian campaigns, and in the succeeding years produced several

paintings of military subjects, climaxing in the massive canvas of The Battle of Marengo, now at
Versailles. 



Later in his career he turned his attention to equestrian subjects, particularly scenes of hunting and
racing, and worked almost exclusively in this genre from around 1820 onwards. He devoted a

considerable amount of time to making careful studies of different breeds and types of horses. As the
critic Charles Blanc noted of Vernet, ‘He is the first artist who does not draw inspiration from Van der

Meulen or Wouwermans but returns to the stud farm or riding school: he renders the horse’s lively gaits,
its expression while waiting, its grace, and its coquetry.’ Similarly, a more recent scholar has written of
Vernet that ‘To his French contemporaries, his brittle, swan-necked horses seemed strikingly natural,
because he drew them with the knowledge of the experienced horseman rather than according to the

monstrous, Academic formula.’ The artist’s lifelong interest in equestrian subjects was passed on to his
pupil Théodore Géricault, who undertook his earliest artistic training in Vernet’s studio between 1808

and 1810.

An accomplished and energetic draughtsman, Carle Vernet seems almost to have preferred drawing to
painting, and is best known today for his works on paper. He also made a speciality of costume studies,
often bordering on caricature, which captured the fashionable manners of the day. (A series of his figure

studies of elegant Parisian types, issued as prints in 1797 as Incroyables et merveilleuses, achieved
considerable success and established his reputation.) One of the first artists to take up the practice of
lithography, Vernet produced several drawings intended for reproduction in the technique. Among his
prints are equine subjects and genre scenes, notably a series of a hundred colour aquatints of street

vendors and hawkers, entitled Cris de Paris, which first appeared in 1816. 


